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1 Why (I) care about Darwin’s Problem
This essay discusses in a somewhat informal way, with far too few references and
well short of any adequate acknowledgements, what thinking about “Darwin’s
Problem”—the problem of language evolution—has taught me about the nature
of language and the landscape of the language sciences.1
I like the term “Darwin’s Problem” as a way to refer to the problem of human
language evolution, because it echoes the nomenclature introduced in Chomsky
1986, to talk about the logical problems of language acquisition (“Plato’s Problem”), language knowledge (“Humboldt’s Problem”) and use (“Descartes’ Problem”). The term “Darwin’s Problem” makes clear that this evolutionary focus is
part of a family of questions that constitutes a research program very much in
line with Tinbergen’s “Four Questions” program for ethology, which integrates
mechanism, function, ontogeny, and phylogeny (Tinbergen 1963). Indeed, different approaches to Darwin’s problem often go hand in hand with specific approaches to other issues such as language acquisition.2
Although other questions have occupied pride of place in linguistics, Darwin’s
Problem is my favorite, not only because I’d love to know how the modern human language faculty came to be, but also, and perhaps more importantly, because methodologically speaking it is the question that unambiguously makes
the language sciences part of the biological sciences. Studying human language
means different things to different people, and that’s perfectly legitimate. A focus
on the underlying biology is by no means the only option. I got into linguistics
1

An important caveat: The reflections that follow are necessarily biased by lots of factors, not
least of which is my professional training in a particular linguistic/cognitive tradition. I apologize if at times this professional deformation leads me to use a generic term like “linguistics”
when sometimes I means “the particular type of linguistic tradition I grew up in” (for background, see my own work: Boeckx 2006, 2009, as well as the thoughtful reflections in Marantz
2019). While I am fully aware of the severe limitations of this characterization, readers familiar with other linguistic frameworks should not feel alienated. I am only using the generative
tradition as a foil, and advocate a far more inclusive vision for the language sciences in this
essay.
2
To give one example, I don’t think that the difficulties faced by the standard generative treatment in the context of Darwin’s problem are totally independent of the difficulties the standard
generative treatment faces in the context of language acquisition. A much more comprehensive essay than the one I am able to offer here is required to articulate such interdependencies.

1 Why (I) care about Darwin’s Problem
not because of an inordinate love for languages, but because of the promise (going all the way back to Descartes, and likely even earlier philosophers, Chomsky
1966) that understanding this capacity that we have to develop at least one language is bound to tell us something deep about who we are. That’s a humanities
question alright, but everybody’s guess is that the answer is ultimately rooted
in biology; and this means, in light of Dobzhansky’s famous dictum (“Nothing
makes sense in biology except in the light of evolution”, Dobzhansky 1973), evolutionary biology. Chomsky’s frequent point (see, e.g., Chomsky 2012) that even
when placed in the same environment, only a child, but not a kitten or a rock,
ends up acquiring a language is deep down about Darwin’s Problem: it compares
creatures and points to the species-specific character of the trait in question. It’s
the quintessential question of what makes (made) us human.
Of all the Tinbergian questions on the agenda of the language sciences, Darwin’s Problem is the most interdisciplinary one of all. You can’t investigate it in
the privacy of your linguistics office. That is unlike, say, the problem of what
knowledge of language is. For the latter, linguists have (successfully) proceeded
pretty much like philologists did in the past: analyzing (parts of) sentences, across
languages. Familiar data, modulo the odd sentence construction. You can’t (seriously) do this in the context of Darwin’s Problem. I know some people have
tried: they have looked for “fossils” — modern language constructions that (they
claim) linguistic theory would single out as “simpler”; and interpreted these essentially as relics or vestiges of a simpler, pre-linguistic/proto-linguistic system.
Bickerton 1984, Jackendoff 1999, and, in a book-length format, Progovac 2015 are
among those who have advocated this approach. I have written about why I find
this non-compelling (Boeckx 2016). At the end of the day, these “fossils” are modern language constructions, and their proto-linguistic status rests on some speculation about what proto-language was (as well as on the researchers’ analytic
biases regarding what counts as “simple constructions”). But how do we know?
Indeed, how could we possibly know in the absence of linguistic documents from
that long-gone era?
This modus operandi is very different from the approach pioneered in Kirby
2001, and now pursued by many researchers: the iterated learning paradigm
looks at language(-like) data (artificial grammars), and tests participants that
have a modern language capacity, but the goal is to distill generic biases that
drive the learning process (and the results are crucially validated in computational models where biases can be controlled for). Unlike the search for language
fossils, the iterated learning paradigm can be readily exported to other domains,
and indeed the iterated learning paradigm has been applied to non-language
material (whistles, drawings, etc.) (Cornish et al. 2013, Verhoef et al. 2013). The
2

language(-like) data is not essential to the iterated learning paradigm. But it is
essential for the fossilized-construction studies (which invariably rely on jargon
that is not free from theoretical dispute). In the latter case philologists/traditional
grammarians feel at home. In the former, maybe less so.
The iterated learning paradigm is just one of the many ways in which Darwin’s
Problem has become empirically tractable, “experimentable” in the lab. Progress
in genetics offers other experimental opportunities. Refined methods in comparative psychology offer yet others. All of these options are now open to language
scientists. But they won’t attract the linguists only at ease amidst (parts of) sentences. That’s the great value of thinking about Darwin’s Problem: it forces you
to make a choice: which draws you more? The nature of language data, or the
nature of cognition? Do you take language to be the ultimate goal, or the means
to get there? If you have to make constructive comparisons with species that
don’t have language, the answer is inescapable.
Darwin’s Problem is also great at forcing linguists to be specific about what
Gallistel called “the foundational abstractions” (Gallistel 2009). Along with Krakauer et al. 2017, I agree that the cognitive descriptions of behavior have a lot to
contribute to work in other disciplines. But we can’t just ask the folks across the
border to read our textbooks. The textbooks train their readers in a particular
discipline. We must get these texts down to basics; stick to the essentials. Ideally, frame these in generic terms; otherwise, they won’t “get past customs”, as it
were. This is a massive “mapping” problem, as David Poeppel has called it (Poeppel 2012), expanding on the important reflections in Poeppel & Embick 2005. It
is of the utmost importance. For language, I side with Fitch 2014 and Uriagereka
2008, and think that some of the earliest descriptions of linguistic computations,
such as some of those found in Chomsky 1957 and reviewed in the first chapters of Lasnik 2000, constitute a rock-solid foundation. Notice that in those early
studies, actual (parts of) sentences played no role. It was all algebraic: terminal
symbols, non-terminal symbols, transformations, monostrings, etc.3 I find this
ideally suited for fruitful comparisons with species that don’t manipulate (parts
of) sentences of the familiar sort.
Of course, some might say this is not “core” linguistics. That’s fine. Language is
such a rich and complex phenomenon that different people are entitled to differ3

Indeed, on the first page of Chomsky 1957 one reads: “The ultimate outcome of these investigations should be a theory of linguistic structure in which the descriptive devices utilized in
particular grammars are presented and studied abstractly, with no specific reference to particular languages.” I do not think that Chomsky’s statement is an encouragement to ignore data
from languages, but rather (and more interestingly) an invitation to develop a linguistic theory
that remains useful even when traditional data points are not available.

3

1 Why (I) care about Darwin’s Problem
ent opinions about language. What’s clear in the context of Darwin’s Problem is
that language is not a thing. It is many things put together: it’s a mosaic, a patchwork, a complex system – a conjunction of many parts that have come together
in the course of evolution. Linguists would call it a compound.
Interestingly, linguists distinguish between two types of compound. There are
compounds like handbag, where one of the parts is clearly dominant (a handbag
is a bag, not a hand). Such compounds are called endocentric. There are other
compounds, like football (the game), that are called exocentric, where all the parts
are equally important. In light of Hauser et al. 2002, one could say that linguists
tend to think of the human faculty of language as an endocentric compound.
Sure, they say, the language faculty consists of many parts, but some parts are
more important than others. These would constitute the core, and the rest would
be “externalized” to the periphery. The bet here is that the core is species-unique.
I think this renders cross-species comparison particularly difficult. It’s too easy
to turn the core of the compound into a mountain that is too tall to climb for
other species. It leads to a kind of exceptional nativism—something irreducibly
unique about human language. Comparative psychology becomes necessarily
contrastive. The alternative, which I favor, is one that takes the language faculty
to be akin to an exocentric compound: all parts are needed to make a unique
whole, but none of the parts, on their own, are unique. As such, it’s just a matter of
identifying them, across cognitive domains, scattered among organisms. I think
that’s the only way to climb “mount improbable”, to use Richard Dawkins’ apt
phrase.
The leitmotivs that animate and structure this essay are thus:
(i) renewed appreciation for the comparative method applied to cognitive
questions, leading to the identification of elementary but fundamental abstractions in non-linguistic species relevant to language
(ii) awareness of the conceptual gaps between disciplines, and the need to carefully link genotype and phenotype without bypassing any “intermediate”
levels of description (certainly not the brain)
(iii) adoption of a “philosophical” outlook that puts the complexity of biological
entities front and center
I see these three themes as the ingredients of the current zeitgeist, which is aimed
at reducing distance between species and levels of analysis. Hopefully, the discussion that follows will encourage linguists to take part in this interdisciplinary
enterprise.

4

At the end of the day, Darwin’s Problem is a question that opens the field of language studies like no other I know of. That’s why I agree with Steve Levinson’s
assertion that “real progress is likely to come from an evolutionary perspective”.4
Darwin’s problem is the only one that has made me revise my understanding of
language based on progress in other fields; progress that seems so fundamental
that it requires a shift of perspective in order to be integrated (the FOXP2 literature being a prime example; Fisher 2019). It’s the only one that expanded my
data set (filling it with data of different kinds, from different species, from birds
to bats to baboons). It’s the only question that has left me without any excuse for
not doing biology.

4

https://www.mpi.nl/imprs100/the-germ-of-an-idea
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2 An evolving landscape
Around a decade ago, an important review article entitled “Language evolution in
the laboratory” (Scott-Phillips & Kirby 2010) was published in Trends in Cognitive
Sciences. Its central message, in my opinion, was that it was becoming possible,
at last, to approach at least certain aspects of language evolution in a scientific
manner. This was a sharp departure from over a century of statements declaring
that language evolution was a mystery.
Remnants of this old attitude still exist (Hauser et al. 2014); they typically
invoke in a tedious fashion the 1866 ban on all discussion of the evolution of
language imposed by the Linguistic Society of Paris; they also frequently cite
Lewontin’s pronouncement that we will never know why cognition evolved the
way it did (Lewontin 1998). But things have changed quite dramatically over the
past two decades, so much so that it has become possible to contemplate “controlled hypothesis-testing through experimentation” (Motamedi et al. 2019) in
the domain of language evolution.
I still recall being told as a graduate student that the topic of language evolution was more a matter of science fiction than science, and that this was best left
as a domain of study for after retirement. Today, some of the brightest students
I know are actively engaged in this field, illustrating the massive progress made
over the past 20 years, well attested in the Proceedings of the Evolang conference
series, as well as in the creation of centers for the study of language evolution
in Edinburgh and more recently Z’́urich. The main change (still ongoing), to my
mind, is the resistance to exploring hypotheses until they can be formulated in a
way that can be put to the test. A change from ‘I think x’ to ‘I think x and I can
test x doing y.’
The efforts of members of the Centre for Language Evolution at the University
of Edinburgh, led by Simon Kirby, have shown how combining the development
of artificial languages (mini-grammars) in a laboratory setting (Kirby et al. 2008,
2015), as well as agent-based modelling approaches controlling for biases that language users in the lab bring to the task in an unconscious manner (Thompson
et al. 2016), reveals how learnability and expressivity pressures shape grammars.
Subsequent work from other centers (e.g. Raviv et al. 2019, Raviv 2020, Raviv et
al. 2021) also experimentally demonstrates how communicative contexts impact

2 An evolving landscape
grammar formation and the emergence of new languages. While it is often said
that such work only addresses language change (‘glossogeny’), and not language
evolution proper (language phylogeny, the emergence of the modern language
capacity),1 I do not find this dichotomy particularly useful, and believe that a
continuum of cognitive biases that interact with changing communicative conditions from which language-readiness emerges, shaping the range of grammars
acquired, is a more adequate stance (more on this in chapter 4).
The same year the review article by Scott-Phillips & Kirby 2010 appeared, the
first draft of the Neanderthal genome was published (Green et al. 2010), starting
a revolution that continues unabated to this day (Reich 2018). As we will see later
on, the successful retrieval of ancient DNA, from a few skeletal remains and now
even cave sediments, and of ancient proteins, allows us to ask questions at an
unprecedented level of resolution and dramatically changes what we mean by
“fossil record”. The debt we owe to Svante Pääbo and his collaborators is hard
to overstate (Pääbo 2014a, Meyer et al. 2012, Prüfer et al. 2014, 2017, Mafessoni
et al. 2020, Slon et al. 2017, Vernot et al. 2021, Zavala et al. 2021, Welker et al. 2016,
2020).
Yet this massive amount of data that is now accessible would be “empty” if it
were not for the progress made in linking the genotype and the phenotype. In the
domain of language, the work pioneered by Simon Fisher on FOXP2 is the gold
standard (Lai et al. 2001), and arguably one of the most significant achievements
in the language sciences in the past twenty five years (Fisher & Scharff 2009,
Fisher & Vernes 2015, Fisher 2019, Den Hoed et al. 2021). It has taught us that for
all the intricacies and levels of analyses separating genes and behavior, careful
work can illuminate central issues that Lenneberg could only dream of when he
wrote his classic book, Biological Foundations of Language, over fifty years ago
(Lenneberg 1967).
Equally important for the success of what is sometimes called “evolinguistics”
is the dramatic shift of perspective that took place in the domain of comparative psychology. This is well-captured in the following passage from de Waal &
Ferrari 2010:
Over the last few decades, comparative cognitive research has focused on
the pinnacles of mental evolution, asking all-or-nothing questions such as
which animals (if any) possess a theory of mind, culture, linguistic abilities, future planning, and so on. Research programs adopting this top-down
perspective have often pitted one taxon against another, resulting in sharp
dividing lines. Insight into the underlying mechanisms has lagged behind
…
1

8

Terminology introduced in Hurford 1990.

A dramatic change in focus now seems to be under way, however, with increased appreciation that the basic building blocks of cognition might be
shared across a wide range of species. We argue that this bottom-up perspective, which focuses on the constituent capacities underlying larger cognitive phenomena, is more in line with both neuroscience and evolutionary
biology.
In the domain of language, calls for recognizing an ever broader “community
of descent”, to borrow a phrase from Darwin 1871, are more and more frequent
(Lattenkamp & Vernes 2018). Far from being rhetorical, these calls demonstrate
how much one can learn about our kind by studying behavior in numerous
species in accordance with Tinbergen’s multi-level approach.
As Ernst Mayr was fond of saying, “evolutionary biology [unlike physics] is
a historical science, [where] one constructs a historical narrative, consisting of
a tentative reconstruction of the particular scenario that led to the events one
is trying to explain” (Mayr 2000). Narratives will continue to dominate evolutionary investigations into language, but crucially, thanks to the progress made
in key areas that I singled out above, these narratives are enriched with, and
constrained by, “numbers”. Hypotheses can now be put to the test.
It becomes very apparent in this context that simple narratives, appealing as
they may appear, are hopelessly misguided. Recalling the words of H. L. Mencken,
“For every complex problem there is an answer that is clear, simple, and wrong”.
What more complex problem is there than the problem of language evolution?
Accordingly, the simple, clear, “minimalist”, and influential evolutionary scenario advocated by Berwick and Chomsky in their book Why Only Us (Berwick
& Chomsky 2016) must be wrong.2 I have tried to say so on several occasions
(Boeckx 2017, Martins & Boeckx 2019, de Boer et al. 2020). Very briefly: it is wrong
because it disregards the comparative evidence (‘only us’), it fails to appreciate
the multi-level approach required to link genotype and phenotype (claiming that
a single mutation yields the simple, atomic operation “merge”), it keeps the discussion at the logical level, without attempting to even sketch a plausible path
to testing it, and does not engage with the many lessons coming from the great
discoveries in paleo-sciences over the past decade.
The reason I have spent time arguing against Berwick and Chomsky’s narrative is not only because it was proposed by influential linguists, but because it
2

If I am right, this has non-trivial ramifications for the minimalist program. Over the years, talk
of optimization, efficiency, etc., which occupied center stage in the early days of the program,
has been replaced by a focus on evolutionary considerations. If such considerations lead to an
impasse, the program as a whole may indeed have been (at best) premature.

9

2 An evolving landscape
is representative of a family of approaches that linguists remain attracted to: it
presupposes that other animals don’t have much to teach us about the core of
our language faculty, because essentially they are non-linguistic creatures. The
gap between them and us is a chasm. It also takes for granted that our language
capacity is very recent in evolutionary terms, going back maybe 150 000 years.
As such, so the claim goes, there was very little time to evolve a “kludgy” language organ (cf. Marcus 2009). Accordingly, a narrative must be developed that
keeps the core language faculty essentially free of evolutionary tinkering.
Such a narrative (in many ways, the culmination of the minimalist program
envisaged by Chomsky) clashes with recent attempts to attribute a significant
portion of our “modern” language faculty to the last common ancestor shared
with our closest extinct relatives (Dediu & Levinson 2013, 2018). It also clashes
with mounting evidence for a complex, temporally very extended, mosaic-like
evolution of our lineage (Scerri et al. 2018, Bergström et al. 2021). Also, it makes
certain assumptions about how many changes can be favored by natural selection within a relatively short window of time which are not obviously true—
indeed, very implausible (de Boer et al. 2020). Last, but not least, it grants too
much power to linguistic theorizing. As argued in Martins & Boeckx 2019, it is
fallacious to draw a direct correspondence between the formal structure of a computational operation and the biological changes that would lead to it.3 It is what
theoretical linguists would love to be able to do: it would make their theoretical
work immediately relevant for evolutionary claims. But it is logically incorrect.
This is precisely why, in my opinion, evolutionary considerations impact how
we do theoretical linguistics, or how we see the import of that work. If there is
no such direct correspondence, if the link between genotype and phenotype is
very complex indeed, I do not see any alternative to painstakingly developing
linking hypotheses that, we hope, progressively spell out what it means to say
that our linguistic condition is part of our human (biological) condition.
I want to insist once more on the importance of debunking simple accounts
like Berwick and Chomsky’s. It may well be that there will be certain behaviors
or artifacts or anatomical traits that we can confidently ascribe exclusively to
members of our species that “emerged” recently. Right now this is being questioned, but I would not be surprised if we are left with a small set of recent “sapiens-exclusive” properties (brain changes giving rise to our globular skull, use of
complex symbiotic tools like the bow and arrow, and some aspects of figurative
art are fairly good bets in my current opinion), but crucially, even if the evidence
3
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In their reply to Martins & Boeckx 2019, Berwick & Chomsky 2019 completely—and
surprisingly—miss this point; see Martins & Boeckx 2020a for illustration.

settles along these lines, it should not be used to argue for a recent cognitive revolution that matches a minimalist vision of the language faculty. Rather, such
evidence will have to be integrated into the complex mosaic of language that
evolution has constructed over an extended period of time.
This is certainly a major lesson I learned from thinking about Darwin’s problem: Evolutionary considerations invalidate certain theoretical frameworks that
fail to come to grips with the “complex dynamical system” nature of language.
The next two chapters deal with other lessons that pertain to a broader range of
approaches, and implicate a larger number of researchers: even those linguists
that readily accept that the evolutionary trajectory of our language capacity was
long and complex still subscribe to certain views that I think we would do well
to abandon. I’ll focus on three such views here. One is that somehow, there is
at least one aspect of language (typically, some aspect of syntax) that makes
our language capacity special, and that as a result forms some sort of barrier in
a comparative setting. Another is the belief that linguistic theory matters and
that one’s theory of language evolution depends on one’s theory of language.
And third, the claim that because languages don’t leave fossils, the evidence for
studying the evolution of language is too sparse. These three claims are incorrect.

11

3 Lessons we still have to learn
I do not want to fall into the temptation of considering a field like theoretical
linguistics that has traditionally focused on the (cognitive) phenotype as “quaint,
old-fashioned, or incapable of deep insight”. I borrow this phrase from Jarrett
& Kilner 2018, who use it to say that now that we are living in the Age of the
Genome, it is all too easy to characterize in this (negative) way fields of biological
research that analyze the phenotype. Although I have come to question many
assumptions made in the linguistic tradition I grew up in, I think there is a lot of
value to that work, and lots of insights worth integrating.1
Here is a key result worth preserving: the attention to what Marr 1982 called
the “computational” level, and in particular, the type of formal characterization
that was at the center of the earliest work in generative grammar, and that
gave rise to what is informally known as the “Chomsky hierarchy” of formal
languages, now perhaps more familiar to students in computer science than in
linguistics. Chomsky 1956, 1957 demonstrated that words in natural languages
are not arranged like beads on a string, and from there went on to discuss the
relevance of considerations pertaining to “context-free” and “context-sensitive”
grammars and associated memory structures to capture patterns of dependencies attested in language (for a detailed and accessible retelling of these central
arguments, see Lasnik 2000).2 I agree with O’Donnell et al. 2005, Fitch 2014 that
this early work contains deep, long-lasting results, with the additional advantage
of being “theory-free” in the sense that (unlike more recent results) it does not
1

Most of the problems I use here as illustrations are drawn from the realm of syntax. I do so
largely because this has traditionally been the domain over which species-specificity has been
defined, especially in the linguistics tradition I am most familiar with. This is not to say that this
is the only interesting area of research. Semantics and pragmatics are other domains of great
relevance, but here I feel significant progress has already been made, pointing to substantial
evolutionary continuity. I personally found the treatments in Hurford 2007, Moore 2018a,b,
Krupenye & Call 2019 very compelling.
2
Without getting into technicalities of formal language theory, I take it to be absolutely essential to recognize the need for dependencies that go beyond the range of adjacent elements,
and recognize hierarchically organized expressions forming both nested and crossing dependencies; that is, dependencies of the “if …then” sort, and those dependencies underlying the
organization of the English verbal complex (see Lasnik 2000 for extensive discussion): John
and Sally (may) (have) (been) run(ning).
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depend on any “technical” intricacy or jargon that is peculiar to a particular linguistic framework or tradition.3 As such, these are results that have the potential
to translate more easily across fields, and can readily inform research beyond the
narrow confines of linguistics departments.
As a matter of fact, Chomsky’s early characterization of linguistic rules and
representations, refined over the years, in particular thanks to the insights of
Aravind Joshi (Joshi 1985), constitutes an under-appreciated “consensus” that Ed
Stabler has done well to highlight in recent years (Stabler 2011, 2013). As Stabler
states, over the years a “substantial, non-trivial consensus about the nature of
linguistic structure has emerged” over a wide range of theoretical approaches.
Though often hidden behind jargon, numerous independently-proposed grammar formalisms (Stabler lists at least six of them) converge on a claim that goes
back to Joshi 1985: natural languages are both strongly and weakly mildly contextsensitive. That is to say, mildly context-sensitive grammars “can both define the
sentences of human languages (weak adequacy) and also provide the structures
of those languages (strong adequacy)”. To put it in other words, the range of dependencies that are attested in natural languages is constrained in a way that,
following Chomsky’s early description in Syntactic Structures, requires computational “power” (specific memory structures/representations) beyond the scope
of finite-state automata and also beyond that of a class of “push-down automata”
(associated with “context-free” grammars).

3.1 Choosing among grammar formalisms
This foundational result, whose robustness Stabler is right to emphasize, allows
me to question a well-known statement made by Ray Jackendoff to the effect
that “one’s theory of language evolution depends on one’s theory of language”
(Jackendoff 2010). At first sight, Jackendoff’s statement sounds like a truism, and
as such is uncontroversial (in the same way, one would think, that one’s view of
language depends on one’s view of evolution). But hidden behind this statement
is a presupposition that the well-known and much-advertized fragmentation of
the field of theoretical linguistics into fiercely contested traditions is highly relevant for thinking about Darwin’s problem. In other words, it is claimed that
one must choose one’s theoretical allegiance carefully because doing so makes
3
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As a reviewer points out, this is not to say that the Chomsky hierarchy is the only game in
town and free of problems (for useful discussion, see Rogers & Pullum 2011). My point here is
a modest one: the Chomsky hierarchy is a useful tool to express explicitly essential points of
convergence across linguistic frameworks.

3.1 Choosing among grammar formalisms
quite different predictions about the evolutionary narrative one will tell. I think
this is a massive overstatement. I am not questioning that different theoretical
frameworks make different predictions about specific language data, but I am not
convinced they make radically different testable predictions about evolutionary
questions (more concerned with general “design features” of language, following
Hockett’s influential guidelines; Hockett 1960). As Stabler stresses, many grammar formalisms converge (unfortunately, in a “hidden”, tacit fashion) on an abstract, computational characterization of human languages, and it is ultimately
that point of convergence, that “epicenter of linguistic behavior”, as Stabler 2013
calls it, borrowing a phrase by Tom Bever, that we want to ask evolutionary questions about. Put differently, there may well be far less disagreement about one’s
theory of language, and as such far more consensus about what it is that is to be
captured when one theorizes about language evolution.
In particular, I think it is critical to realize that many linguists’ theoretical considerations (what is the “right” analysis for indirect questions, or interjections,
or infixation, etc.) do not bear on answerable evolutionary questions. I doubt we
will ever be in a position to reconstruct with any certainty the specific grammatical constructions attested at a particular stage of, say, proto-language. In the
absence of actual data, this strikes me as hopeless, as Lewontin 1998 would say.
Instead, the focus should be on the range of grammatical constructions made
possible at various stages of evolution, and there, Stabler’s hidden consensus is
extremely relevant.
What I think is needed to inform one’s theory of language evolution is less
focus on one’s theory of language (where we can rely on the hidden consensus),
and far more focus on how one’s theory of language is integrated with other
levels of analysis linking the genotype and the (computational/behavioral) phenotype: the neural predictions one’s theory of language makes are of far greater
importance for one’s theory of language evolution. And here too, contrary to
what Jackendoff’s statement under discussion may suggest, there are far fewer
options available than one might think; in this case, because few theoretical linguists engage with the interdisciplinary task of constructing linking hypotheses
across levels of analysis, keeping the notorious slash between mind and brain,
and hiding behind statements like “we know so little/nothing about the brain”.
Accordingly, I suggest we rephrase Jackendoff’s statement as follows: One’s theory of language evolution depends on one’s linking hypotheses across levels of
analysis.
This way of phrasing things has the advantage of bringing into focus a vitally
important task for linguists and non-linguists alike: the importance of bridging
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the gap between mind and brain. I indeed believe that the strength of one’s evolutionary narrative depends on how often the brain is alluded to in it (hence my
preference for the use of the term “language-ready brain”). This is most clearly
the case when one tries to exploit the expanding dataset generated by paleogeneticists: this is a fantastically rich resource of new data for linguists and cognitive scientists, but one that is silent about cognitive issues in the absence of
well-articulated, patiently developed, experimentally tested conjunctions of hypotheses from genes to proteins to cells to circuits, the dynamics of these neural circuits and eventually to cognitive processes and representations. It is in
this context that the insistence on tackling the “mapping problem” (Fisher 2014,
Poeppel 2012) across all these levels is most acute. As correctly stated in Hagoort
2018, there is a prerequisite that must be fulfilled in order to present a solid evolutionary narrative on the human language-ready brain: one must first be explicit
about the neurobiology at stake.
This, of course, does not mean that we have to understand everything about
“language in the brain” (“Broca’s problem”, as one might call it) before embarking
on Darwin’s problem. Inquiry can proceed in parallel (I think it must, for evolutionary considerations will inform neurolinguistics), but neurobiological considerations have epistemological priority for the same reason Humboldt’s problem
(‘what is knowledge of language?’) has priority over the ultimately more fundamental problem of language acquisition (Plato’s problem), as Chomsky already
made clear in his review of Skinner’s book Verbal Behavior (Chomsky 1959) and
again in Chomsky 1986.
Incidentally, the very same detailed mapping between mind and brain is also
clearly needed to address Darwin’s problem’s close cousin: Plato’s problem. As
developmental psycholinguist Evan Kidd put it in the context of language acquisition research,4 “the frontier of the field will be the integration of neuroscience
because, ultimately, it is our brains that are learning language. Understanding
that process may well bring us closer to more psychologically plausible theories
of how language is not only learned but also represented in the brain”.
Tinbergen would be pleased to see how the strength of the field of cognitive
biology of language depends on how answers to all his “why-questions” are integrated.

4
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3.2 How to think about evolutionary novelties
Apart from learning to work across levels of analysis and explanatory dimensions, there is a second lesson I think researchers in language evolution need to
assimilate. It pertains to what we take to be “novel” or “special” about human
language.
I will organize the discussion in this section around quotes from an influential
paper that contributed to the revival of evolutionary considerations in some corners of linguistics, and that is concerned with the notion of evolutionary novelty
(Hauser et al. 2002).5
As is well-known, Hauser et al. 2002 introduced a distinction between the Faculty of Language in the Broad Sense (FLB) and the Faculty of Language in the
Narrow Sense (FLN) to invite “[l]inguists and biologists, along with researchers
in the relevant branches of psychology and anthropology, [to] move beyond unproductive theoretical debate to a more collaborative, empirically focused and
comparative research program”. At bottom, the authors issue a renewed call for
a robust comparative basis to study human cognition. They focus on the number
of properties (traits, mechanisms, etc.) that human language shares with what
can be found in other species, and designate these properties as “FLB”. But they
stress that “[s]omething about the faculty of language must be unique in order
to explain the differences between humans and the other animals”, which they
label as “FLN”.
Thanks to the emergence of compelling cases for deep homology (e.g., the
convergence found among vocal learning animals (e.g., Pfenning et al. 2014), I
sense that linguists are now quite comfortable with the claim that some aspects
of our linguistic capacity are shared with other species. But although FLB was
introduced to facilitate “productive discussion of language evolution”, the whole
FLB/FLN distinction may not have been the most felicitous way of redirecting
attention to the need for a comparative, as opposed to a contrastive, approach
to the study of human language evolution. The reason for this is the way the
FLB/FLN discussion was framed: it may have helped perpetuate the idea that
next to shared aspects (FLB), there are properties of our language faculty that
are “special”, “unique”, or “species-specific” (FLN).
As Jackendoff & Pinker 2005 were quick to point out, “the Narrow/Broad dichotomy…makes space only for completely novel capacities and for capacities
taken intact from nonlinguistic and nonhuman capacities, omitting capacities
5

I am here drawing on ideas and selected quotes from Hauser et al. 2002 that I first discussed in
Boeckx 2013. While the main message may not be news to biologists, I feel it is one that many
linguists still need to assimilate. For a complementary perspective, see Fujita 2016.
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that may have been substantially modified in the course of human evolution”.
The dichotomous way of framing the question using terms like FLN or FLB makes
it hard to explore the many capacities that were gradually and substantially modified in the course of human evolution. Are these to be included in FLB or in FLN?
Take the contribution of the much-discussed FOXP2 gene in the context of language. While highly conserved across species, the gene is known to harbor two
key mutations that are not found in our closest living relatives (chimpanzees)
(Enard et al. 2002). Say, for the sake of the argument, that we succeed in establishing that these mutations contributed to our linguistic phenotype (not implausible
in light of Enard et al. 2009). Would this be about FLB, or FLN? FLN, it seems to
me, but not necessarily according to Hauser, Chomsky, and Fitch, who take the
highly conserved nature of the gene to automatically make it part of FLB (Fitch
et al. 2005).
At the heart of the FLN/FLB distinction is the attempt on the part of Hauser,
Chomsky, and Fitch to grapple with the problem of innovation and novelty in
biology. While biologists have made great progress over the past century and a
half in understanding how existing traits diversify, much more modest progress
has been made in understanding how novel traits come into being in the first
place. To remedy this explanatory deficit, some biologists have first attempted to
define what counts as a novelty (see, e.g., Müller & Newman 2005). In this context,
it is worth noting the similarity between how Fitch et al. 2005 define FLN (“that
which is specific to language and unique to humans”) with the definition put
forth in Müller & Wagner 1991: “a structure that is neither homologous to any
structure in the ancestral species nor homologous to any other structure of the
same organism”.
When one turns to the relevant biology literature, one finds a consensus regarding how such novel structures arise (Moczek 2008, Linz et al. 2019, Prud’homme et al. 2011): phenotypic novelty is largely reorganizational. In other words,
novelty arises from the combination of generic mechanisms, whose collective
effects give rise to what appears to be de novo characters.
Interestingly, the possibility of emergent novelty is alluded to in Fitch et al.
2005: “Something about the faculty of language must be unique in order to explain the differences between humans and the other animals – if only the particular combination of mechanisms in FLB”. But this seems to me to put in jeopardy
the very FLN/FLB distinction.
The possibility of emergent, reorganizational novelty is present in some of
Chomsky’s own works (Chomsky 1978, 2000, 2004), but is always put into ques-
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tion as soon as it is considered.6 Consider this quote from Chomsky 1978: “Now
a question that could be asked is whether whatever is innate about language is
specific to the language faculty or whether it is just some combination of the
other aspects of the mind. That is an empirical question and there is no reason
to be dogmatic about it; you look and you see. What we seem to find is that it
is specific.” This is unfortunate, for Chomsky’s stance (which essentially boils
down to the way in which the FLN/FLB distinction has been understood) indeed
“mak[es] some hypotheses — in our view the most plausible ones — impossible to
state” (Jackendoff & Pinker 2005): the FLN/FLB distinction, which is designed to
separate the old from the new, focuses on component parts, and as such makes it
difficult to understand the new as a collection of the old (the system as a whole).
Perhaps for this reason, one finds in Fitch’s more recent writings passages like
this: “What all of these examples make clear is that the distinction between general and linguistically specialized mechanisms is hard to draw, even in those
cases where the mechanisms themselves seem fairly clearly defined. Most areas
of language are not, and will not soon be, so clearly defined, and thus the distinction itself is of little use in furthering our understanding of the mechanisms”
(Fitch 2011).
I take Fitch’s statement to mean that the FLN/FLB distinction, in the hands of
linguists, turned out not to be so useful after all. I side with Bloomfield et al. 2011,
according to whom, “[p]erhaps this is a good time to reconsider whether attempting to distinguish between qualitative and quantitative differences is helpful if
the quantitative advantage is vast.”
It is indeed puzzling that so many researchers still cling to the FLN/FLB distinction when the rationale behind the distinction given at the outset of Hauser
et al. 2002 is to reject the notion of the faculty of language as a monolithic object:
how can we identify if some mechanism is “specific to language” if “language”
itself is not a well-defined, unique object?7
As discussed in Theofanopoulou & Boeckx 2015 the problematic nature of the
FLN/FLB distinction is actually part of a larger problem concerning the construction of cognitive phylogenies (see also Martins & Boeckx 2020b). Although motivated by evolutionary considerations and an attempt to identify shared characteristics, accounts like Fitch et al. 2010 reveal assumptions that are at odds with the
6

I agree with a reviewer that the dismissal of this emergentist possibility is not unrelated to
the failure on the part of many linguists to appreciate the structuring role of “developmental
noise”. For relevant discussion, see Lewontin 2001, Mitchell 2018.
7
Perhaps it is for this reason that the phrase “unique/specific to language” does not appear in
the original 2002 paper, but only in Fitch et al. 2005 who take it from Pinker & Jackendoff
2005, where FLN is characterized in those terms for the first time (contrary to the literature
that routinely attributes it to Hauser et al. 2002).
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“entangled” nature of evolutionary products. Trying to map cognitive traits onto
cladograms is treating these traits as encapsulated (Fodorian) modules (Fodor
1983), which they are clearly not. Defined as modules, cognitive traits retain a
certain contrastive character: the defining feature of x (a species/cognitive trait)
will be what is not shared. But what makes traits distinct, or species-specific, is
the way their ingredients have come together in the course of evolution. The
fascination with “brand-new properties” is largely due to the almost exclusive
focus on the phenotypic level. But as soon as one asks how that phenotypic trait
is implemented in the brain, how the neural circuit responsible for it is genetically encoded, one runs into the tinkering nature of evolution, and the massively
generic nature of elementary operations below the phenotypic level.
Alternative approaches, such as the concept of reconstructing the evolutionary trajectory of behavior in terms of “phylogenetic refinement” (Cisek 2019),
focused on neurophysiological mechanisms rather than “definitions of putative
functions inherited from psychological traditions”, strike me as far more productive. Certainly, the preceding paragraphs help cast further doubts on narratives
focused on “component parts”, like Berwick and Chomsky’s about a syntactic operation like “Merge” being the basic property that adds content to FLN (Berwick
& Chomsky 2016).

3.3 More continuity
To conclude this chapter, I present an argument for looking for pervasive continuity for each and every aspect of the human language faculty.
The case study I will sketch in this section is rooted in a long-standing idea
within generative linguistics, and has even featured in a Science article (Heinz
& Idsardi 2011). It is the idea that phonology and syntax (or sound patterns and
sentence patterns) are quite different (Bromberger & Halle 1989); specifically, it
is about the claim that human syntax requires more powerful computational resources, not attested in other species. An aspect of this idea has been used productively to argue for what Fitch 2018b has called “phonological continuity” across
species—a hypothesis that goes back to Samuels 2011, 2015, where a compelling
case for the presence of virtually all basic ingredients of human phonological
rules and representations in non-linguistic creatures is presented.
The case for continuity in phonology exploits the well-established idea that,
computationally speaking, phonological processes can be captured by finite-state
machinery (Karttunen 1993), i.e., computational resources that are accessible to
(many) other species. In Fitch’s own words: “humans share the processing capa-
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bilities required to deal with regular-level sequential processing, and thus phonology, with other animals, and these shared capabilities are implemented in homologous neural processing algorithms and circuitry” (Fitch 2018b).
The flip side of this claim is also something that Fitch has capitalized on: from
the statement above it follows that other components of human language that
require richer computational resources may constitute examples of evolutionary
discontinuity. The prime candidate here is of course natural language syntax,
where dependencies require more elaborate memory systems, as Chomsky 1956,
1957 established. Indeed, claims that the sort of computations underlying human
language syntax are beyond the reach of other species are frequently made in review articles (e.g., Berwick et al. 2011). It has been called the “syntax barrier”, or
the “supra-regular boundary” (Fitch 2014, 2018a). Even when it looks like monkeys can break this barrier (Jiang et al. 2018), the discontinuity hypothesis is
stated in terms of a much higher propensity by humans to build mental hierarchies beyond the reach of finite-state machines (Fitch’s Dendrophilia hypothesis;
Fitch 2014, 2018a).
Here I would like to argue that in fact one can adopt a perspective where syntax and phonology, and as a result, humans and other animals, exhibit a higher
degree of continuity. Sure, they are not identical, but above and beyond the modifications, there is descent, as Darwin would have put it.
My starting point is an observation I made in collaboration with Juan Uriagereka (Boeckx & Uriagereka 2011): when we look at the space available in the
“Chomsky hierarchy” of formal languages, and we focus on the portions of it occupied by natural language patterns, it is clear that these patterns are sparsely, as
opposed to densely, distributed. The clearest example of this comes from Joshi’s
observation already mentioned in this chapter that some key grammatical dependencies in language are of the mildly context-sensitive type, they are, as it were,
right at the border between context-free and context-sensitive systems. They occupy the lowest rank of the context-sensitive family. Uriagereka and I pointed
out that something similar happens at the levels of finite-state and context-free
systems: natural language patterns are among the simplest within each class.
Why should this be?
I believe that part of the answer can be found in recent work by computational
linguist Thomas Graf, whose conclusions I will summarize briefly here (see, e.g.,
Graf 2014b,a, 2020). Graf’s central thesis is that the differences between phonology and syntax are a bit of an illusion. They exist under one perspective, but,
importantly for our purposes, dissolve from another perspective. Specifically,
the idea that sound patterns are computationally simpler or less demanding (in
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a quantifiable sense) than sentence patterns (sub-regular vs. supra-regular) relies on the characterization of language patterns as sets of strings. Graf’s major
point is that if we step away from this characterization and take into account
other data structures (e.g., trees, well-known to syntacticians), then the difference between phonology and syntax is far less spectacular. Graf points out that
recognizing the set of licit trees (to be exact, Derivation Trees, following the Minimalist Grammar formalism of Stabler 2011) can be accomplished by exploiting
the resources of a finite-state automaton. In effect, this simple relativization of
data structure (string vs. tree) makes the computational resources for phonology
and syntax identical. This is indeed Graf’s thesis: no language components require computational resources that fall outside the sub-regular domain. Building
on work on phonological patterns by Heinz and collaborators (e.g., Heinz 2018),
Graf suggests that this characterization can be further refined: nearly all of these
patterns, with principled exceptions, fall into the simple, “strictly local” layer of
the “sub-regular” domain.8 For the sake of completeness I should mention that
Graf, following Heinz, argues that some phonological patterns, e.g., harmony
processes, are best characterized as being “tierwise strictly local” (requiring representations well-known from autosegmental phonology), and so do syntactic
processes such as movement dependencies. Thus, the phonology/syntax parallelism may well be preserved all the way.
For my present purposes, Graf’s thesis is very significant: it removes yet another layer of species (or cognitive) discontinuity. If phonology and syntax make
use of the same computational resources, and if there is phonological continuity, then there is also syntactic continuity. This of course does not mean that
there won’t be differences. Phonology is not syntax. Strings and trees are different data structures. But behind these differences, there is a deeply conserved
computational architecture that is very simple (and not unique to humans). The
differences are variations on a (simple computational, subregular) theme.
Graf’s logic achieves two important things for evolutionary studies: First, it
illustrates how computational considerations going back to the earliest work in
modern linguistics can help identify underlying parallelisms that would be obscured by jargon specific to syntax or phonology in this case. Second, it shows
that these distinctions made in the standard formulation of the “Chomsky hierarchy” can be studied in a way that abolishes discontinuity across cognitive
8
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In addition to its relevance for evolutionary considerations, Graf’s thesis also has important
learnability considerations, bearing directly on some of the problems for the usefulness of the
Chomsky hierarchy pointed out in Rogers & Pullum 2011. For relevant discussion, see Lambert
et al. 2021.
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domains, or species (i.e., it can be studied in a comparative, as opposed to contrastive, mode). As such it can provide operational definitions of linguistic abilities ideally suited for comparative testing in a neurobiological context (see, e.g.,
Wilson et al. 2017).
When focusing on the phylogeny of syntactic dependencies, it is likely that we
will find deeper roots (Petkov & Wilson 2012, Watson et al. 2020, Girard-Buttoz
et al. 2021), but also gradual changes pertaining to data structure: hierarchical
trees, which I think predated the emergence of sapiens, and maybe some autosegmental/tier additions that may be species-specific additions, giving rise to mildly
context-sensitive patterns when defined over strings (Malassis et al. 2020). We
should welcome such a sharp departure from non-uniformity that all too often
still dominates in theoretical linguistics and that was pretty much the “only game
in town” not so long ago (Anderson 2004). It’s descent with modification all the
way down.
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For much of their history the language sciences have been dominated by a philological methodology, and a reliance on (narrowly defined) linguistic data. Including in the generative era, when the goal of the enterprise changed dramatically
to the cognitive, the methodology remained largely philological, in the sense that
traditional linguistic data (words, sentences, etc.) were used to distill cognitive
principles, and eventually, one hopes, insights into the nature and content of the
biological endowment. Even in more interdisciplinary domains like neurolinguistics or developmental linguistics, traditional data points, in the form of stimuli or
child utterances, remain central. But in the absence of such data from the fossil
record, or from “non-linguistic” creatures, this methodology comes to a stop.1
I find this state of affairs well worth reflecting on, for in a certain sense, it
illustrates the limits of a certain research program in linguistics, one that was
designed to reach precisely this point of inquiry into the (evolutionary) biological
foundations of language. It is perhaps for this reason that Piattelli-Palmarini &
Uriagereka 2011 characterized the work on FOXP2 as “a geneticist’s dream”, but “a
linguist’s nightmare”. Just when the linguists found themselves confronted with
first-rate molecular evidence bearing on our language capacity (Lai et al. 2001),
they found their methodology unable to handle it properly. As indicated briefly
in chapter 2, since the FOXP2 discovery over two decades ago, there has been
massive progress in many fields whose results bear on language and “the human
condition” (i.e., the quintessential focus of generativism, under Chomsky’s vision,
in my opinion). This provides a unique opportunity for linguists, but it requires a
shift in methodology, because in order to exploit all these discoveries (and those
yet to come), research in linguistics must proceed in a way that differs sharply
from the way it has been done over the last half-century. As they say, in order to
dig deeper, one needs a new shovel.
To repeat a key point in chapter 3, I do not mean to throw the baby out with the
bathwater. Insights from theoretical linguistics are here to stay. But it is the per1

I am aware of attempts to apply concepts from linguistic theorizing in the analysis of communicative acts in non-human animals (Schlenker et al. 2016, Pleyer & Hartmann 2020). I have
not yet been able to see clearly what such approaches could tell us about stages of language
evolution whose users went extinct and left no linguistic document to apply these concepts to.
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fect time to take seriously Chomsky’s assertion that in the future (which I think
is now), “it will be necessary to move to a much broader domain of evidence.
What linguistics should try to provide is an abstract characterization of (particular and universal) grammar that will serve as a guide and framework for this
more general inquiry” (Chomsky 1981). Results concerning the format of rules
and representations of the sort I touched on in chapter 3 can indeed guide experimental inquiry seeking to establish linking hypotheses across levels of analysis.
Unlike the early days of generative grammar, the aim is no longer to shift the
focus of inquiry (while sticking to standard methodological tools); rather, the aim
is to keep the (bio-cognitive) focus, but shift the methodology to give it a more
decidedly (recognizable) biological character.
Having more data, from a wide range of sources, certainly helps, but more data
does not necessarily provide a fast lane to understanding. To get a good grasp
of the biological foundations of language, one must combine “big data” and “big
theory”. Linguists might feel inadequate when it comes to gathering data “of this
new kind”, although I think they shouldn’t feel that way. Moreover, there is still
a vital role for them to play in influencing the design of future experiments, and
in interpreting the results of past and current ones.
Sidney Brenner put it best when he wrote: “As was predicted at the beginning of the Human Genome Project, getting the sequence will be the easy part
as only technical issues are involved. The hard part will be finding out what it
means, because this poses intellectual problems of how to understand the participation of the genes in the functions of living cells” (Brenner 1995). What is
true of genes is also true of neural circuits, as Krakauer et al. 2017 rightly stress.
Theoretical linguists should not fear engaging with more experimental fields, for
as Hopfield pointed out, “too few biologists attempt to deduce broad biological
principles from the experimental facts at hand. Indeed the constant quest for new
data can distract researchers from the important job of fitting the facts together
in a coherent picture.”2
With these remarks in mind, I would like to provide a brief overview of some
of the research opportunities that arise to study language evolution “in the laboratory”, as Scott-Phillips & Kirby 2010 put it, or rather “across laboratories”, for
as we will see, new opportunities require integrating multiple domains of expertise, and no single laboratory can house all of them at once. Certainly, no single
individual can be an expert in all of them.
It is likely that the specific illustrations I will use here will quickly become obsolete, so readers should keep their eyes on the main lessons. One key message
2
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4.1 On language evolution and change
is certainly that it is no longer productive to keep repeating that “the basic difficulty with studying the evolution of language is that the evidence is so sparse”
(Jackendoff 2006). Yes, it is true that linguistic behavior does not fossilize, but
indirect evidence can exist, especially if we learn about how to manipulate it
carefully, avoiding jumping to conclusions, and instead assemble an explanatory
chain of argument across levels of analysis. It turns out that aspects of language
evolution can be reconstructed. They are not lost forever.
In my own work I have mostly relied on the evidence coming from ancient
DNA, which I regard as a game changer. I think that paleogenetics/genomics,
together with even more recent work on paleoproteomics, enriches the fossil
record significantly. It does not reveal anything immediately about the evolution of cognition, but it provides key elements to reconstruct aspects of brain
evolution that in turn can be related to cognitive capacity. This is why work on
the neurobiological foundations of language is such a key level of inquiry: it is
the main bridge between the molecular data and cognitive science. It is what
makes “molecular archaeology” (Pääbo 2014b) possible.

4.1 On language evolution and change
Before embarking on a few illustrations of this line of research, I want to emphasize how the statements above complement (and do not replace or conflict
with) work that seeks to find alternative ways to reconstruct language evolution.
Here I have in mind the line of work that (in the words of Marieke Schouwstra and Simon Kirby3 ), “grow miniature languages in the lab”, by asking people
to improvise and communicate with artificial signs. Researchers do so “because
[they] want to study how languages can start from scratch, and to see how the
languages we know today could have gotten their rules and their rich structure.”
Such work essentially tries to create the necessary and sufficient conditions for
cognitive biases brought to the task by individual learners to modify the raw
input of data and shape it in a way that captures key properties of natural languages.
This process of grammar building in the course of interactions (learning/use)
is sometimes dismissed as being concerned with processes of language change,
not language evolution, since the individuals come to the task already equipped
with a human language faculty (Berwick & Chomsky 2016). This criticism can be
mitigated by resorting to a complementary method of grammar formation using
computational models where the biases of interacting (artificial) agents can be
3

https://blogs.ed.ac.uk/wegrowlanguages/about
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controlled for (Kirby 2001, Thompson et al. 2016). However, critics are quick to
point out that this line of work implements the cognitive biases by brute force,
and does not show how these evolve organically, as must have happened in the
course of (biological) evolution.
I find this type of criticism unfair. To begin with, every experimental method
has limitations. In vitro work in the life sciences does not attempt to reconstruct
all the processes that took place in evolution. The point is to create the conditions
that make it possible to isolate at least one factor. Likewise, in vivo work with animal models is not claimed to capture all aspects of the species these animals are
trying to model. Limitations are opportunities for complementary approaches to
arise and fill in the gaps.
As for the claim that what is being studied “in the lab” is language change
(“glossogeny”) as opposed to language evolution (“phylogeny”), I remain unconvinced, for reasons that I think matter when thinking about language as a biological object of study and how it evolved. On the face of it, the difference can
be clearly stated, as Martin Haspelmath has done4 (see also Mendívil Giró 2019):
language evolution refers to the emergence of a cognitive capacity to acquire
at least one language, whereas language change refers to the emergence of a
new language that differs from the one that preceded it. Crucially, this new language and the one it replaced were both acquired by generations of individuals
equipped with the language capacity whose evolution is the central topic of “language evolution”. Put differently, one domain of research studies the difference
between a non-linguistic creature and a linguistic creature, whereas the other
domain of research focuses on how different generations of linguistic creatures
exercise their (by hypothesis, invariant) language capacity. But to my mind researchers framing the issue in this way have underestimated the difficulty of a
new question that arises by doing so: What is a linguistic creature once we recognize (as discussed earlier in this essay) that language is an evolutionary mosaic?
It seems to me that many of the researchers who insist upon a sharp separation between language evolution and language change also insist (tacitly) on
a sharp contrast between “us” (humans) and the other animals (some kind of
“FLN”). That is to say, the distinction between language phylogeny and glossogeny is not theory-free and goes well beyond somewhat arbitrary decisions
about lexical conventions (evolution vs. change).
In a world where the notion of language is fixed5 (as in the orthodox characterization of “Universal Grammar”), the distinction between language evolution and
4
5
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One where humans are still seen as the pinnacle of evolution?

4.1 On language evolution and change
language change appears to be a no-brainer. But if the concept of language is far
less uniform, biologically speaking—in other words, if the concept of language
leaks (across species)—, then the gap between linguistic and non-linguistic creatures is reduced (dramatically so in the case of our closest relatives with whom
we interbred), and once this gap is reduced, so is the gap between (the processes
underlying) language evolution and language change. What emerges instead is a
much more gradual picture or continuum for language, pretty much like the one
already entertained for key aspects of language such as vocal learning (Petkov &
Jarvis 2012, Martins & Boeckx 2020b).
Instead of thinking of the language faculty as a trait that emerged abruptly, and
that did not change once it emerged (Berwick & Chomsky 2016), I find it more
useful to think of our language capacity as a collection of (generic) cognitive
biases (Christiansen & Chater 2016, Gervain & Mehler 2010)6 put to the task
of acquiring and using “an art”, as Darwin 1871 defined our “language instinct”.
Such biases may be more or less “primitive” (widely shared across species) or
“derived” (substantially modified over the course of evolution of our lineage),7
but without a sharp discontinuity from the cognitive capacities of our ancestors
and living relatives (contra Hauser et al. 2002, as we saw in chapter 3). As such,
the picture that emerges is not radically different from the cognitive continuity
observed across the communities of language users that constitute the focus on
research on language change. The changes may look more or less dramatic but
that is more a subjective (non-theory-free) assessment than an objective truth.
While it is tempting to define our “modern” human language capacity as the
full collection of cognitive biases that reliably leads to the acquisition and use
of natural languages, I doubt that this statement is either necessary or sufficient.
It is not necessary because perhaps not all biases are absolutely needed to reliably learn a language, and it is not sufficient, because talk of cognitive biases
too quickly leads one to think of “internal” factors, at the expense of “external”
factors.
The constructive role of the environment (the context of acquisition and use8 )
may well contribute significantly to the reliable emergence of properties once
6

I do not think we yet have a very good idea of what this catalog of cognitive biases may consist
of. I suspect there are likely to be very many, associated with general notions like memory,
attention, salience, etc.
7
In other words, the emergence of some biases may depend on particular anatomical developments (brain growth trajectory, etc.).
8
Acquisition and use are not different things. Acquisition is use with a greater degree of uncertainty (McCauley & Christiansen 2019), much as evolution is akin to building an airplane
while flying it.
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too quickly built into “Universal Grammar” (and attributed “ultimately” to the
genome) (Kirby 2017, Raviv 2020), so much so that the environment may act as
a buffer and compensate for a large amount of biological variation among language learners. In other words, it may be that some cognitive biases are not so
necessary,9 with effects felt only in “exceptional” circumstances of acquisition
and use. After all, even “core” aspects of language may come from tendencies (e.g.
the “dendrophilia” hypothesis in Fitch 2014 mentioned in chapter 3 and defined
as a propensity for hierarchical structuring), rather than hard, all-or-nothing constraints. There may be a fair amount of redundancy among biases.
Over and above computational models and more realistic experimental settings, the literature on emerging sign languages makes clear that the “arena of
use” (to use a phrase from Hurford’s lucid and prescient essay; Hurford 1990)
matters in shaping grammars,10 and reveals that one should not insist (contra
Mendívil Giró 2019) on a radical separation between language evolution and language change, not because11 “language emergence” (“The change from a very
simple system into a system that is ‘characteristically linguistic’”) is a third, middle-ground scenario, but because the notion of “characteristically linguistic” is
much harder to define in a Darwinian context than it is in a “Cartesian” context
(Chomsky 1966).
Consider for instance the grammatical differences between the songs of whiterumped munias and the songs of Bengalese finches. As is well-known thanks to
the groundbreaking work of Kazuo Okanoya (Okanoya 2004, 2017), the domesticated strain of the munia, known as the Bengalese finch, exhibits greater song
variation and complexity (greater variation in transition between notes, making
the structure of the munia song more linear). If we were to refer to these song
repertoires as “languages”, would we treat the change in song structure from the
munia to the finch as a case of language evolution or language change? That
there are genetic differences between the wild munia and the domesticated Bengalese finch would maybe lead one to talk about language evolution, although
the core song circuit of the Bengalese finch does not differ in fundamental ways
from that of the munia. The environmental context clearly differs, and so perhaps one would speak of new song emergence, or song change. In the case of
differences like Middle English vs Modern English, few doubt that we are dealing with a case of language change, but I think that our faltering intuitions about
9

They could be said to be defeasible (in a sense reminding one abstractly of how grammar is
organized according to Optimality Theory, Smolensky & Prince 2004).
10
Consider also works showing how different environmental conditions correlate with certain
typological properties, e.g. Everett et al. 2015.
11
Contra T. Scott-Phillips, in https://dlc.hypotheses.org/894.
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evolution or change in the munia vs. Bengalese finch situation point to these processes occupying a continuum. This very much matters for the treatment of language evolution, in light of the growing evidence that a fair amount of “languagereadiness” must have been in place in the common ancestor we shared with the
Neanderthals (Dediu & Levinson 2013).
Consider another scenario. It has been claimed that aspects of our biology (jaw
size, vocal tract configuration, possible brain-related mutations harbored by microcephaly candidate genes like ASPM; Dediu et al. 2017, Blasi et al. 2019, Dediu &
Ladd 2007, Dediu 2021) may impact typological properties of our language (e.g.,
presence of certain classes of consonants, or tonal contrasts). Given the relevance
of biological mutations, would we speak of language evolution? Is the difference
between a system with certain consonants or with tone “enough” to qualify as
language evolution, or do we take these differences to still fall within a certain
type of linguistic system and speak of language change instead? Would our intuition carry over to situations of, say, pervasive congenital deafness in a population forcing a modality change in the way the language users communicate?
Perhaps we would still say that the “underlying” system remains the same, but
aren’t transitions from a gesture-dominant to a speech-dominant system treated
as language evolution in the “protolanguage” literature (Fitch 2010)? This is particularly important in light of the Darwinian take on selection, which necessarily
works on standing variation.
There are of course non-cognitive (philological) ways of studying language
change that look totally inadequate when applied to language evolution, but it
seems to me that if one adopts a cognitive approach to language change, one
that focuses on process rather than state (Heine & Kuteva 2002), then the most
sensible approach is to drop any sharp dividing line between change and evolution, and view “linguistic” differences across species and communities along a
continuum.
I have sometimes heard12 that choosing to focus on the “biological” foundations or the “cultural” foundations of language is a bit like the two ways of viewing the Necker cube: both are valid perspectives. But I think this is the wrong
metaphor to use, as it suggests that you must do one or the other (our visual
system does not let you entertain both perspectives at the same time). Instead,
if, as I suggest here, one must bear in mind the neurobiological foundations of
cultural learning as well as the role of culture in giving meaning and direction
to the learning biases we are endowed with, then the biological/cultural divide
is more like another optical illusion: the Penrose triangle, i.e., an impossibility.
12

I recall the Necker cube metaphor being used in this sense by T. Scott-Phillips in one of his
presentations.
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Part of the resistance towards the view advocated here may stem from the
failure on the part of the generative tradition to recognize the critical, structuring
socio-cultural aspect of core properties of language (this is especially true in
the domain of syntax). One may insist on language being “for thought” and not
“for communication”, as Chomsky and followers have done, but clearly language
exists, and survives, thanks to its communal use. There is no faculty of language
that is not instantiated in and by a specific language used by more than one
language user. There is no “parameter” that can be set without cues from usage
data. It is just wrong to say that language evolution is about the evolution of a
mental organ, whereas language change is about the way in which this organ is
put to use. They are not dissociable things: an organ without use is no organ at
all. True, external stimuli don’t contain “grammar”, but nor does the genome.

4.2 Self-domestication
Part of the reason why I have devoted a fair amount of research time to the
topic of “self-domestication” is precisely because it offers a very concrete way to
understand better the interaction between biological and cultural evolution. Selfdomestication refers to the hypothesis that humans (specifically, Homo sapiens)
went through a process similar to that which morphed wolves into dogs, and that
this matters for understanding human cognition and indeed some aspects of our
language faculty. This process is, I think, best characterized as a reduction in reactive aggression (Wrangham 2018). To strengthen the case for self-domestication,
it is usually pointed out (Theofanopoulou, Gastaldon, et al. 2017) that anatomical
changes in our lineage are reminiscent of a set of phenotypical traits that tend to
characterize domesticated species, collectively referred to as the “domestication
syndrome” (Wilkins et al. 2014): reductions in skull and brain size, changes to
braincase shape, reductions in tooth size, shortening of the muzzle/flattening of
the face, and the development of floppy ears.
Self-domestication is hypothesized to have contributed to our ultra-social phenotype (Hare 2017). Crucially, for present purposes, this change in temperament
modified the context in which humans communicated, learned from one another,
and shared knowledge.
As Thomas 2014 put it, as soon as we recognize the importance of cultural
transmission for language evolution, it becomes important to ask about the origin of the traits that enabled that “process of structure-creating cultural evolution” (Thomas & Kirby 2018). Eventually, this question leads to the neurobiological foundations of specific cognitive (learning) biases. Thus, cultural evolution
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and biological evolution cannot be kept distinct for long; there are clear feedback loops between the two. Self-domestication is a hypothesis regarding these
neurobiological foundations.
Work on self-domestication over the past five years or so illustrates a handful
of themes that reveal how much has changed in the context of language evolution.
Until recently, the most successful branch of evolutionary linguistics from a
comparative perspective was clearly the literature on vocal learning. Though rare
among animals, vocal (production) learning (ability to modify vocal output based
on experience) is not an ability unique to humans, and its existence in at least
a few species has led to some impressive results at multiple levels of analysis,
not only at the behavioral level, or developmental level, but also right down to
neurogenetics (for a survey, see Jarvis 2019). I believe the self-domestication hypothesis opens the door to similar progress, now that there is a growing database
of paleogenomes allowing one to probe the earliest stages of domestication, as
well as a growing understanding of the neurological bases of tameness, which is
the central unifying trait of domesticates.
To be sure, progress does not entail lack of controversy: even in the domain of
vocal learning, which builds on decades on intensive investigation, the exact set
of vocal learners is still up for grabs, and the necessary and sufficient neurological
mechanisms are still a matter of debate (Martins & Boeckx 2020b). The same is
to be expected for the self-domestication hypothesis. Work over the past 5 years
has been driven by an influential hypothesis (the neural crest based hypothesis
put forth by Wilkins et al. 2014) that ties the domestication syndrome (traits associated with tameness) to a mild neural crest deficit (‘neurocristopathy’), conceptually similar to the role played by the hypothesis that vocal production learning
depends on a direct cortico-laryngeal connection (Jürgens-Kuypers hypothesis,
as per Fitch 2010. Both hypotheses are contested (Lord et al. 2020, Johnsson et al.
2021, Lameira 2017), but what is not up for debate is their usefulness in shaping
experimental work (Pfenning et al. 2014, Zanella et al. 2019, Wilkins et al. 2021).
There may well be multiple paths to vocal learning (multiple mechanisms at
work) (Martins & Boeckx 2020b, Wirthlin et al. 2019), just as different stages of
domestication may require distinct explanations (O’Rourke & Boeckx 2020). It is
likely that for both vocal learning and domestication the notion of “continuum”
will be needed. This is just the fractal nature of scientific explanation at work.
What matters, and what is the true sign of progress, is that it is now possible to
move beyond claims that language is exclusive to us, and that careful experimental testing can be carried out.
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Working on the self-domestication hypothesis has taught me several important lessons. First, it is possible to join forces, working across laboratories, to
validate in vitro hypotheses first generated in silico. In my particular case, a close
look at genetic differences between domesticates and their closest wild relatives
(Theofanopoulou, Gastaldon, et al. 2017) and between modern humans and their
closest extinct relations (Kuhlwilm & Boeckx 2019) led us to zoom in on a region
of the genome implicated in various neurodevelopmental disorders including the
Williams-Beuren syndrome (known to give rise to a hypersocial phenotype), and
study the impact of differential expression of a gene called BAZ1B in neural crest
development (Zanella et al. 2019). Though it is by no means the only relevant
gene, we argued that it contributed to the retraction of the modern human face,
which may thus underlie key traits of the domestication syndrome.
In subsequent work (Andirkó et al. 2021) we tested the claim that the modern human face emerges significantly earlier than other aspects of our “modern”
anatomy, such as our characteristically globular braincase (Hublin et al. 2017).
The central message of this work is that the sapiens lineage has a more complex evolutionary history than previously assumed (see also Scerri et al. 2018,
Bergström et al. 2021), and that quite a few important things happened in the
nearly 500k years after the split from the Neanderthals and the Denisovans (Stringer 2016). Accordingly, if at least some of the changes impacted cognition and
our language capacity, as I currently think they did, they add dimensions of variation in the context of the “antiquity” of the language faculty (Dediu & Levinson
2013): there is a lot of hypothesis space between “exclusively” modern/recent
evolutionary changes and “shared with our closest extinct relatives”. All of this
contributes to a significantly more gradual narrative for language evolution.
Our attempt to pinpoint genetic changes associated with self-domestication
(Theofanopoulou, Gastaldon, et al. 2017), has also taught me that although the
initial focus may be on the domestication syndrome, presumably the result of
mutations impacting the neural crest, other changes, at the level of the brain,
particularly those harbored by various receptors regulating stress circuits (glutamate receptors, oxytocin receptors) likely played a crucial role (O’Rourke &
Boeckx 2020, Theofanopoulou, Boeckx & Jarvis 2017) in giving rise to the cognitive biases that became part of our “domesticated phenotype” (reduction in
reactive aggression being in my opinion the most important one). Accordingly,
when trying to model in vitro some of the aspects of self-domestication, both
the “face” and the “brain” and how these two interface must be taken into account. Our best bet right now (ongoing work with with Alessandro Vitriolo and
Giuseppe Testa) is neuruloids, the organoid structures designed by Haremaki et
al. 2019 to capture the developmental stages at which brain and face are about
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to embark on distinct trajectories. At bottom, we are trying to understand how
sapiens grew a small face, but maintained a big brain.
It is true that some of this experimental work may seem remote from linguistic
concerns. But one must bear in mind the indirect connection between genotype
and phenotype. The paleogenetic revolution opens the door to an unprecedented
range of experimental opportunities to shed light on the human condition (Pääbo
2014b), but it in no way reduces the gap between genes and cognition. As a result,
we must learn to carefully and patiently build linking hypotheses step by step,
and understand that for many of these steps, the overall shape of the explanatory
link won’t be obvious. The same is true in architecture: it took a long time for the
outline of the Eiffel tower to emerge from the scaffoldings. It would have been a
mistake to try to speed things up just to make the end result more transparent
more quickly.
Still, in the context of self-domestication, we are beginning to understand how
changes at the level of neurotransmitters impact specific circuits (especially the
basal ganglia) that help us understand how the songs of the (domesticated) Bengalese finches become more varied, and in some sense more complex than the
songs of the wild munias (O’Rourke et al. 2021). It is also clear that changes of
facial morphology, e.g., the disappearance of prominent browridges, opened up
new possibilities for facial expressions, reshaping social dynamics (Godinho et al.
2018) and communication that must be understood in a multi-modal context. If
social pressures truly impact grammatical structure (as evidenced in Raviv 2020),
then the changes in social dynamics brought about by self-domestication must
have modified our language capacity (in ways that could be revealed by work on
other domesticates not known for vocal learning, such as dogs, bonobos, etc.).

4.3 Brain development
As stated above, there is evidence that our facial phenotype evolved earlier than
other aspects of our cranium. In particular, our species-specific globular skull
shape emerged in the last 100k years (Neubauer et al. 2018). I have long been interested in this characteristic skull shape (Boeckx 2013, Boeckx & Benítez-Burraco
2014), because much like facial reduction and retraction, which are potentially
linked to a change in social cognition (‘the self-domestication hypothesis’), a
globular neurocranium points to a distinct perinatal brain growth trajectory in
our species (Gunz et al. 2010). Whereas the face of a sapiens newborn is already
characteristically “small”, and “modern-looking”, it takes longer for the neurocranium to acquire its distinctive shape, and regional brain growth changes appear
to be the primary determinant.
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Phillip Gunz, Jean-Jacques Hublin and colleagues have suggested that lateexpanding, posterior structures like the cerebellum played a major role in this
reshaping (Hublin et al. 2015).13 Together with a few other structures, namely
the precuneus/superior parietal area (Pereira-Pedro et al. 2020, Bruner 2021), the
cerebellum stands out in the context of sapiens brain evolution (see also Dumas
et al. 2021, Weiss et al. 2021, Gunz et al. 2019).
The derived status of the cerebellum raises a lot of interesting new questions in
the context of language evolution. To begin with, the modern-specific cerebellar
expansion appears to be more pronounced for the right hemisphere (Kochiyama
et al. 2018), and given that this is the dominant cerebellar hemisphere for language functions, it raises the possibility that this anatomical trait had cognitive
import of great relevance for us. The fact that we can already identify candidate
mutations for this differential growth of the cerebellum provides yet another
piece of evidence for the truly transformative role of paleogenetics: even without ancient genomes, one could single out the cerebellum (as Gunz et al. 2010 did
on the basis of detailed virtual reconstructions of endocasts), but genetic information opens the possibility of going beyond size criteria and attributing differential
growth trajectories to specific cellular phenotypes.
In the context of the cerebellum, the granule cells constitute our best bet so
far for a candidate cell population that may explain this cerebellar enlargement.
This is important because such information can guide further inquiry: the question changes from “What can an enlarged cerebellum do?” to something more
precise about the role of an expanded granular layer. For instance, Straub et al.
2020 point to an increased storage capacity associated with an expanded granular layer in mammals, opening up the possibility of amplified representational
capacities in our species. Could this have led to an expanded range of representations (cf. our discussion of Graf’s hypothesis in chapter 3), modulating cortical
output in our species, adding tiers to the strictly local tree-based representations
constructed in the temporo-frontal network linked by an expanded direct arcuate tract (Rilling et al. 2008, Friederici 2017, Eichert et al. 2019, Balezeau et al.
13

In our work, building on (paleo)genetic datasets, we indeed find evidence for this claim:
“modern”-derived, nearly fixed expression quantitative trait loci accumulate in the cerebellum more than in other structures, in a way that is statistically significant (Andirkó & Boeckx
2019). Regions of the modern genome associated with signals of positive selection and embedded in larger introgression deserts (regions depleted of introgressed variants from other
hominins) have a distinctive expression profile in the cerebellum (Buisan et al. 2021), and finally machine-learning approaches assigning an age of emergence to nearly-fixed mutations
in the modern genome point to an enrichment for the cerebellum around 90kya (Andirkó et al.
2021).
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2020)? Such questions highlight the need to investigate an “extended” language
network, well beyond the classical (Broca’s and Wernicke’s) regions.
The evidence pointing to a distinctive role of the cerebellum also raises important new questions for comparative neuroscience, where the cerebellum is
still all too frequently left out of the equation, as is the case for our circuit-level
characterization of vocal learning, with only a few exceptions (Pidoux et al. 2018,
Hoeksema et al. 2021, Wirthlin et al. 2018, Gutiérrez-Ibáñez et al. 2018). The same
is true for developmental neuroscience, where certain (posterior) brain regions
may be more important than previously thought (witness Orpella et al. 2020,
Irurtzun 2015).
Last, but not least, it forces one to think about what the behavioral-cognitive
contribution of these neuroanatomical changes was: now that we have a better
appreciation of capacities of other hominins, are there some behavioral practices
that could be imputed to these changes? I suspect that there are. If the brain
grows differently, it wires differently, and thus functions distinctively. Providing
detailed linking hypotheses addressing these questions is an important task for
the years to come.
One of the interesting possibilities emerging from the different timing of modified ontogenies for the face and the brain is that the two-stage hypothesis put forward in (Okanoya 2017) to capture the structural differences between the songs
of the Bengalese finches and those of the munias (first, a domestication/taming
phase, followed by a sexual selection phase resulting in more varied and elaborate songs for the Bengalese finches) may guide hypothesis-construction for
human language evolution. Could the self-domestication phase set the stage for
further elaboration, made possible by changes in specific brain structures? How
could this be tested?

4.4 Language-ready “mini-brains”?
To my mind one of the most exciting possibilities for evolutionary studies arises
in the context of impressive progress in the field of synthetic embryology, or, as
it is more popularly known, of “organoids”. Organoids are three-dimensional culture systems consisting initially of homogeneous populations of stem cells that
“self-organize” in complex ways. As they do so, they produce patterns that are
similar to those found in vivo during embryogenesis. As such, they offer manipulable “miniaturized” model systems of organs (Huch et al. 2017).
Thanks to the rapid advances in “brain organoid” studies (beginning with Lancaster et al. 2013), it is now possible to consider that aspects of our language-ready
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brain, especially those that arise early in development, may be examined and
manipulated in an experimental context. This is particularly the case when combined with the use of gene-editing techniques (‘CRISPR-cas9’) to model in three
dimensions the effects of variants found in species whose brains are otherwise
lost to us forever, as is the case for the Neanderthals and Denisovans (Trujillo
et al. 2021). In a way, such work would complement the efforts by evolutionary
linguists to grow mini-languages in the lab.
Comparative work on brain organoids using closely related species such as
chimpanzees and bonobos has already made interesting discoveries (Mora-Bermúdez et al. 2016, Kanton et al. 2019), but up to now it has mostly focused on
cortical aspects, and sought to model factors that led to cortical expansion in
the Homo lineage (Heide et al. 2018, Pollen et al. 2019). As discussed above, for
sapiens-specific aspects, we will need to develop new organoid models (most
molecular events associated with cortical expansion are present in all hominin
genomes currently available; Florio et al. 2018). But it strikes me that there is
a genuine possibility to capture aspects of human brain development in vitro
(Giandomenico & Lancaster 2017, Muchnik et al. 2019, Benito-Kwiecinski et al.
2021). For instance, it is now possible to generate “assembloids” (fused organoids
made up of distinct parts) for cortico-striatum structures (Miura et al. 2020) and
cortico-spinal cord-muscle structures (Andersen et al. 2020). Both structures figure prominently in discussion of vocal learning (Jarvis 2019), and I think it is not
unreasonable to anticipate that the assembloids just mentioned will enable us to
probe the development of circuitry that provides the neurobiological foundations
for speech.
To be sure, organoid technology is not without challenges (reproducibility being the major one) or limitations (it can only capture the very early developmental stages, and it can as of now only test the effect of a few mutations at a
time), but this is true of all models, and we should take advantage of the opportunities they offer. In particular, the (still distant) hope of constructing “giant”
assembloids bringing together some of the most derived aspects of human brain
development could provide a decisive step in “brain-gene-ering”14 the evolution
of the language-ready brain.
To be very clear, the point is not to expect these organoids to “speak”, but
rather to reconstruct key aspects of the neurobiological scaffolding of our linguistic ability that the fossil record is inherently incapable of capturing. By exploiting
paleogenetic information to grow brain organoids with ancestral mutations in
them, we can, as it were, enrich the fossil record, and avoid the facile conclusion
14
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that “languages don’t fossilize”. Aspects of brain development making language
possible may be reconstructed from an expanded fossil record.
In so doing, we would be contributing to the “exciting challenge” laid out in
Fisher 2014: “to distil all these As, Gs, Ts, and Cs into meaningful insights regarding the biological underpinnings of some of our most mysterious traits, such as
speech and language. By taking advantage of an ever-growing tool kit for investigating gene function, it will at last be possible to bridge the mechanistic gaps
between DNA, neurons, circuits, brains, and cognition.”
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5 Another “bio-linguistics” is possible
One need not be an expert in word formation to figure out that prefixes alter
meaning. A post-doctoral position is not the same thing as a doctoral position;
a preview is not the same thing as a view; to outplay is not the same thing as
to play. The addition of a prefix matters. Accordingly, one should expect some
added meaning value when we see the prefix “bio-” applied to terms proper to
the language sciences, including the very notion of “bio-linguistics”. Yet, I do
not think that the theoretical linguistics literature that professes a biological orientation and waves the banner of “biolinguistics” offers a fair reflection of the
difficulty one quickly encounters when one tries to do genuine interdisciplinary
work combining “bio” and linguistics. If the biological commitment of the field
were really taken seriously, many linguistics papers would look quite different.
There would be a lot more constructive discussion about the brain, there would
be a lot more serious talk about other species, and there would also be a lot
less about physical laws in language design, as well as far fewer hand-waving
remarks about the “genetic endowment”.
While no one can seriously doubt that there is something about our biology
that makes it possible for us to develop and use grammatical systems we call
natural languages, there is no denying that the generative tradition explored a
specific way of characterizing this “biological endowment”: a rich set of domainspecific cognitive properties that together form what is widely known as “Universal Grammar” (UG). This is where the controversy really arises. Lots of scientists object to this characterization of the biological endowment. They favor
domain-general solutions, and differ in the degree to which they see learning and
environmental interactions shaping the mature linguistic knowledge in humans.
In my view, to the extent one is interested in characterizing this biological endowment, one is doing biolinguistics. One need not be an orthodox UG advocate
to be a biolinguist. I mean this in two ways: first, one can be a biolinguist even if
one rejects the existence of domain-specific cognitive primitives in the language
domain. Second, the mere fact of appealing to UG to account for certain facts
about our linguistic knowledge does not make one a biolinguist.
There has never been a better time to focus on this biological endowment,
given the amount of relevant data currently waiting to be confronted, tested, and

5 Another “bio-linguistics” is possible
interpreted. Linguists ought to play a much more active role in this enterprise,
if only to preserve the import of the insights of the cognitive revolution of the
1950s.
To my mind, Eric Lenneberg, who did so much to get the field of “biolinguistics” off the ground, put it best, when he wrote: “Nothing is gained by labeling the
propensity for language as biological unless we can use this insight for new research directions — unless more specific correlates can be uncovered” (Lenneberg
1967).
In the preface of Biological foundations of language, Lenneberg expressed his
feeling that biology had been “badly neglected” in language studies. I think this
is still true today, even among those who appeal to biology in the introductory
remarks to their works. In the same preface Lenneberg refers to Meader and
Muyskens’s Handbook of biolinguistics (Meader & Muyskens 1950) but points
out that he was aiming at a “distinct theoretical position” from the one found
in that work. As a result, he did not endorse the term “biolinguistics” there, to
avoid confusion. Perhaps he still would resist the term now, as I have come to
do, in light of the way it is used by linguists who make so little contact with data
generated by biologists (for further discussion and relevant quotes, see Martins
& Boeckx 2016). I suspect Lenneberg would prefer a term like “cognitive biology
of language” to describe a discipline where the formal nature of language is recognized (as it was in the appendix to Lenneberg 1967, authored by Chomsky),
as it must be if reductive biases are to be avoided, but necessarily translated in
ways that admit empirical tests of the sort (other) biologists perform. For, like every interdisciplinary enterprise, “biolinguistics” is both a goldmine (lots of new
opportunities and “low-hanging fruit”) and a minefield (ideas lost in translation).
Doing biolinguistics means inhabiting an “interfield”. It means being willing
to sit between a rock (biologists’ naïve notions of language) and a hard place
(linguists’ naïve notions of biology). It means building bridges. Bridges for ideas
to travel on. As everyone knows, bridge-builders have to work as part of a team;
they cannot do it on their own. In addition to figuring out which material to use
for the bridge, they have to become deeply acquainted with the nature of the soil
of both sides to be united; they have to have an understanding of the landscape,
and the flow of traffic around the areas that will be united by the bridge. In this
sense, bridge-builders are a bit like translators, who have to know more than
one language, but also have to familiarize themselves with the cultures these
languages are spoken in. Biolinguists are like that, too. They have to link, and
therefore know two fields. They may not need to know everything about both
fields. But they must know enough to convey messages back and forth, and make
ideas flow in both directions.
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Like translators, “biolinguists” may always be recognizable by their accents
when they move in a culture that is not originally theirs, but the translation
exercise is something fundamental, no matter how imperfect it may appear to the
natives. Here is what Tim Parks has to say about the added value of translation
in his essay “Gained in Translation”):1
Translators are people who read books for us. Tolstoy wrote in Russian, so
someone must read him for us and then write down that reading in our
language. Since the book will be fuller and richer the more experience a
reader brings to it, we would want our translator, as he or she reads, to be
aware of as much as possible, aware of cultural references, aware of lexical
patterns, aware of geographical setting and historical moment. Aware, too,
of our own language and its many resources. Far from being “just subjective”, these differences will be a function of the different experiences these
readers bring to the book, since none of us accumulates the same experience. Even then, of course, two expert translators will very likely produce
two quite different versions. But if what we want is a translation of Tolstoy,
rather than just something that sounds good enough sentence by sentence,
it would seem preferable to have our reading done for us by people who
can bring more, rather than less, to the work.
Lenneberg gave us the seeds of an alternative, richer, bio-linguistic program.
Today, such seeds find much more fertile ground than they did fifty years ago. Linguists would be wrong to let others reap the fruits just by keeping their methodological blinders on. If we believe that the target of linguistic theorizing is “ultimately biology”, there is no alternative to going there, and doing some actual
biology. What was a logical problem (“Darwin’s [Problem]”) must find a biological (Darwinian) solution.

1

https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2017/12/09/gained-in-translation
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Reflections on language evolution
This essay reflects on the fact that as we learn more about the biological underpinnings
of our language faculty, the dominant evolutionary narrative coming out of the linguistic
tradition most explicitly oriented towards biology (”biolinguistics”) appears increasingly
implausible. This text offers ways of opening up linguistic inquiry and fostering interdisciplinarity, taking advantage of new opportunities to provide quantitative, testable
hypotheses concerning the complex evolutionary path that led to the modern human
language faculty.
The essay is structured around three main themes: (i) renewed appreciation for the
comparative method applied to cognitive questions, leading to the identification of elementary but fundamental abstractions in non-linguistic species relevant to language;
(ii) awareness of the conceptual gaps between disciplines, and the need to carefully link
genotype and phenotype without bypassing any “intermediate” levels of description (certainly not the brain); and (iii) adoption of a “philosophical” outlook that puts the complexity of biological entities front and center.
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